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At What Moment Did You Realize You Were Dating An Idiot?
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Amazon Publishing 'The One You Want to Marry (And Other Identities I've Had),' by Sophie Santos. Tears aren't the average reaction to The Haunting of Bly Manor, but Sophie Santos ...
Sophie Santos on the power of the personal essay and crying through The Haunting of Bly Manor
Photographer Tommy Trenchard documents students whose stories of transformation at the Hogwarts of South Africa are more than just fairytales ...
‘It helped me get away from crime’: Cape Town’s College of Magic – a photo essay
Dame Mary Beard suggests we stop being so fixated on the big two universities – and, having been to Oxford, I agree with her ...
Will my Oxbridge education mean I always feel like a failure?
Waldemar Zboralski, who had been chairman of the gay rights group the Warsaw Homosexual Movement, was one of the victims of Operation Hyacinth. He later fled to the UK.
Netflix drama tells how Communist secret police rounded up gay men in 1980s Poland
They took RuPaul from obscurity to global fame – inventing The Adam and Joe Show along the way. As Drag Race UK returns to the BBC, we talk to Fenton Bailey and Randy Barbato ...
The duo who created Drag Race: ‘We saw RuPaul in a loincloth and went, “Oh my God!”’
"I'm not here to throw dirt at a dead man, but I am here to say the culture is incredibly problematic," Diana de Vegh says ...
Why JFK's Aide Decided to Tell Her Side of Their 4-Year Affair — and the Hard Lessons She Learned
The legislation is at odds with the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade US Supreme Court decision which granted women's rights to access abortion with limited government interference.
More than 500 current and former female athletes urge US Supreme Court to reject Mississippi law that would ban abortions after 15 weeks of pregnancy
No false advertising anywhere on the cover of the newest entry in Bob Dylan’s “Bootleg Series” about which era is being covered. The boxed set’s subtitle lays out the dates — 1980-85 — but even before ...
In Bob Dylan’s New 1980s-Themed ‘Bootleg Series’ Release, He’s Hot, He’s Sexy and He’s Mid-Period: Album Review
In an in-depth interview, the former rugby player and popular TV commentator talks politics, Wales and the future ...
The real Eddie Butler, his fears for Wales and why Welsh independence is now the only way
As a Nigerian student who has completed secondary education and desires to study abroad, understanding the basic ...
How Nigerian Students can study in Other Countries
How a fitness editor, who majored in dance in college, found her way back to the barre by taking barre classes at a studio.
Years After Getting My Dance Degree, I Found Myself Craving a Different Barre — This Is My Review
“My neighbour is a working class person ... middle classes “secure their own reproduction through the appropriation of capacities of care from other poorer regions, dispossessing them and thereby also ...
Everyday life and capitalism's ecological crisis
In Falmouth, the Azores were as much a part of my town as the ground on which I walked, even though I had not yet been there. I grew up in the Azorean and Cape Verdean part of town in a house almost ...
Drawing Lines around my Bairro. The Azores Unbound.
Clubs will be able to trial safe standing as part of a pilot programme from January 1; the introduction of designated safe standing areas would mean an end to the ban on standing in the top two ...
Premier League and Championship clubs allowed to trial safe standing in stadiums this season
Willie Garson was best-known as Stanford Blatch in Sex and the City Stars from Sex and the City have paid tribute to the late Willie Garson, who appeared with them in the HBO series as talent agent ...
Willie Garson: Sex and the City actors remember late co-star
There is indeed, as he argues, a troubling link between food and fanaticism in India. He is right in saying our attitudes towards what we can and cannot eat have led to a “politics of othering”. While ...
Can we ignore food ethics in a discussion about food diversity and politics?
Last week the Federal Circuit issued two interesting orders in appeals from the USPTO. In the first, In re Zhu (Appeal No. 2021-1761), Sept. 13, 2021, the Federal Circuit vacated the decision of the ...
Missing Decisions and the Federal Circuit
In retooling sitcoms from the turn of the '90s, the series offer more than nostalgia or fan service: they cast beloved originals in a new light.
‘The Wonder Years’ and ‘Doogie Kamealoha, M.D.’ show exactly what TV reboots are for
Archie Reynolds has led Waterlooville CC to their first limited-overs cup win since the mid-1980s in his first season in charge.
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